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Hepatic encephalopathy secondary to a splenorenal shunt that manifested  
a long time after a liver transplantation
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CASE REPORT

A 79-year-old female had undergone a liver transplanta-
tion in 2002 due to cryptogenetic cirrhosis and suffered 
no post-transplant complications. In January 2016, the 
immunosuppressive therapy was successfully withdrawn. 
The initial symptoms included bradypsychia, somnolence 
and behavior alterations. The serum ammonia levels were 
94 μg/dl and the remaining blood test were normal. Treat-
ment with lactulose enemas was started, which resulted in 
a partial improvement of the symptoms. The thyroid hor-
mones, vitamin B12 and folic acid analyses were normal.

A doppler ultrasonography, a brain magnetic resonance scan, 
an electroencephalogram and a liver biopsy were normal. The 
patient was evaluated by the neurologist and a neurologi-
cal-origin pathology was ruled out. Computed tomography 
(CT) identified two venous branches that created a splenore-
nal shunt (Figs. 1 and 2) and the portal vein was permeable. 
A shunt embolization using coils + ethoxystyrenol foam was 
performed due to these findings with a good outcome (Fig. 
3). The patient was asymptomatic after this procedure and has 
not experienced a new hepatic encephalopathy episode.

Fig. 1. CT examination with intravenous contrast in the 
venous phase. Coronal view showing a splenorenal shunt.

Fig. 2. CT examination with intravenous contrast in the 
venous phase. Sagittal image showing another venous 
branch that created the splenorenal shunt.

Fig. 3. A. Percutaneous access via the femoral. B. Ball 
insufflation to prevent the escape of coils. C. Embolization 
of the shunt veins using Nester® 12 mm coils + 
ethoxysclerol foam. D. Post embolization control showing 
an interruption of the flow in the shunt.
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DISCUSSION

Splenorenal shunts usually occur in patients with chronic 
liver disease and portal hypertension and rarely occur in 
non-cirrhotic patients (1). Nowadays, interventional radiol-
ogy techniques based on embolization with metal micro-
coils, or the use of balloons in shunt occlusion and injecting 
sclerosing substances are frequently used (3). 

After a review of the literature, only two cases of hepat-
ic encephalopathy secondary to splenorenal shunt were 
found, in the absence of cirrhosis that manifested a long 
time after the liver transplantation. Both cases were 
resolved by vascular radiology (2,3). There was no evidence 
of a splenorenal shunt at the time of surgery in the current 
case and it was not documented during the imaging tests 
prior to liver transplantation.
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